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Majority of advertisers
worldwide will adopt
attention-based metrics
in 2023
Article

For more insights and key statistics on the biggest trends in today’s most disruptive

industries, subscribe to our Chart of the Day newsletter.

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/cotd?IR=T&itm_source=insiderintelligence&itm_medium=inline_cotd&itm_content=chart-of-the-day-newsletter
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Key stat: Nearly 96% of advertisers worldwide will include attention-based metrics in at least

some of their media buys this year, according to May data from DoubleVerify.

Beyond the chart:

Use this chart:

More like this:

Attention-based metrics act as a deeper performance indicator than viewability because they

not only assess whether a consumer saw an ad, but also whether it grabbed their attention

and resonated with them.

Contextual signals like dwell time, scroll speed, cursor location, and completion rates are most

commonly used to measure attention. Controversial proprietary biometric data is needed to

take it to the next level.

There are still major obstacles that stop attention-based metrics from replacing viewability,

like their lack of standardization and unresolved questions around scalability and privacy

compliance.

Determine metrics for ad measurement.

Prioritize attention versus viewability.
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More Chart of the Day:

Note: Respondents were asked, "How much are you planning on relying on attention-based

metrics in your media strategy in 2023? Attention metrics will be part of:..." Data was

provided to Insider Intelligence by DoubleVerify.

Methodology: Data is from a May 2023 DoubleVerify report titled "Post-Cookie Questions:

How Advertising Strategies and Sentiments Are Evolving." 406 advertisers and 404

publishers worldwide were surveyed during February 2023.

Attention Metrics 2023 (Insider Intelligence subscription required)

Why retail media networks need to start acting like media companies—not retailers

4 emerging solutions to help standardize retail media

YouTube will use its own co-viewing data for CTV advertising, raising concerns about

transparency

9/7 - Influential social spend

9/6 - Retail media closes the deal

9/5 - Beauty researchers bypass department store

9/1 - Gen Z’s big grocery search

8/31 - Our Amazon power rankings

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/sale-ads-best-drivers-of-awareness-purchase-digital-shoppers
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/us-beauty-shoppers-turn-websites-not-department-stores-researching-products
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/gen-z-more-likely-discover-grocery-products-on-search-than-store-shelves
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/how-amazon-ranks-across-19-industries

